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Overarchin Polic Framework

This Policy is to be read in conjunction with Section 6 Governance Policies - Introduction. This
sets out the Assembly Business Units to which this Policy applies, together with the Scope of the
Policy and overarching Principles, Policies, Procedures and Guidelines.
Policy Statement

I. The Assembly and its Agencies will not tolerate fraud under any circumstances;

2. All people associated with the Assembly or its Agencies have an obligation to act ethical Iy;
3. All people associated with the Assembly and its Agencies have an obligation to be alert to
fraud and to report suspected fraud; and
4. All parties who report suspected fraud have the protection of anonymity as set out in the
Assembly's Whistleblower Policy.
People associated with the Assembly and its Agencies include employees, volunteers, Ministers,
consultants, vendors, contractors and outside agencies doing business with, or on behalf of, the
Assembly or its Agencies.
Any investigative activity relating to any irregularity or suspected irregularity will be conducted
without regard to the suspected wrongdoer's length of service, position/title, or relationship to the
UCA.

Each Assembly Agency or Business Unit must take responsibility for the development of
appropriate controls. Management is responsible for the detection and prevention of fraud,

misappropriations, and other irregularities. People associated with the Assembly and its Agencies
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are encouraged to be aware of the types of improprieties that might occur within their area of
responsibility and to be alert for any indication of irregularity. Any irregularity that is detected or
suspected must be reported immediately to the relevant manager, the relevant National Director,
the National Director - Strategic Finance and Administration or the Assembly General Secretary
The latter coordinates all investigations with other affected areas, both internal and external
Further Information and Guidelines

The Appendix contains additional information that applies as Policy Guidance to those Assembly
Agencies and Business Units for which annual accounts are prepared by the Assembly's
Accounting Unit. The Appendix may be of assistance to other Assembly Agencies or Business
Units

Related Governance Polic

. 6.13 Conflicts of Interest Policy
. 6.15 Whistleblower Policy
Access to Relevant Reference Material

The Fraud Prevention Policy will be included on the Assembly's Intranet
^r
National Director - Strategic Finance and Administration
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A

endix - Polic Guidance

The Appendix contains additional information that applies as Policy Guidance to those Assembly
Agencies and Business Units for which annual accounts are prepared by the Assembly's
Accounting Unit, namely
. Frontier Services;

. Uniting Aboriginal and Islander Christian Congress (UAICC);
. Uniting Care Australia;
. Uniting World; and
. The Assembly Fund
The Appendix may be of assistance to other Assembly Agencies and Business Units
Actions Constitutin Fraud

Fraud is defined as the dishonest obtaining of or endeavouring to obtain some financial advantage
or the causing of some financial loss. It includes, but is not limited to
. any dishonest or fraudulent act;
. embezzlement;

. misappropriation of funds, securities, supplies, or other assets;
. loan to another party for which purpose the funds were not designated;
. payment or acceptance of bribes, false invoicing, substandard goods, undisclosed rebates
or kickbacks as part of any procurement processes;
. fictitious employees on the payroll;
. impropriety in the handling or reporting of money or financial transactions;
. profiteering as a result of insider knowledge of UCA activities;
. disclosing confidential information to outside parties;
. accepting or seeking anything of material value (monetary or in kind) from mission partners
who are the recipient of funds or services from UCA;
. accepting or seeking anything of material value (monetary or in kind) from contractors,
vendors, or persons providing services/materials to the UCA;
. destruction, removal, or inappropriate use, without authority, of records, furniture, fixtures,
vehicles and/or equipment; and
. inappropriate personal use of Assembly assets

The Assembly's policies, procedures and guidelines relating to Human Resources (HR) and
Employment are accessible on the Assembly or Uniting Resources websites. Some Assembly
Agencies have their own HR and Employment policies. Behaviour that is inconsistent with the
relevant HR and Employment Policies may constitute fraud, particularly if it relates to activities
such as the giving or receiving of gifts, the use or misuse of a Gift Register, conflicts of interest or
the provision of an in accurate CV

In order for managers and staff to be aware of what constitutes fraud and their obligations, every
Agency will conduct annual Fraud Awareness training. The opportunity should also be taken to

discuss what constitutes corruption and conflicts of interest. The need to disclose gifts as per
these guidelines should also be discussed
The Fraud Prevention Checklist attached may be used as an annual review by the National
Director - Strategic Finance and Administration
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The Assembly expects that employees and volunteers will perform their duties impartialIy, and that
their personal interests will not conflict with their duties. Accepting gifts or hospitality can give the
impression that an employee or volunteer will favour a particular person or organisation when
making decisions or taking action. This may not be the intention of either party, but impressions
are important. Real or potential conflicts of interest must be avoided, and duties must be
performed with good-will and as transparently as possible
Gifts Received

Guidelines on whether a gift should be politely declined are included in 6.13 Conflicts of Interest
However in some cultures, declining a gift may cause offence. In this situation, the gift may be

accepted on behalf of and given to the Assembly or Assembly Agency. All individual gifts received
by Assembly or Assembly Agency employees, volunteers or their near family/friends must be
recorded on the relevant Gift Register if the value of the gift is $500 or more (monetary or in kind)
and the gift is given because of the employee's or volunteer's role. Also, no individual can accept
a gift of over $500. Gifts of $500 or more in value must be recorded, whether they are
accepted or declined. I=,^$9^PI^ the Gift Register does not record gifts that are given to support
volunteers undertaking approved duties unless there is a personal benefit to the volunteer beyond
the basic level of support
The senior executive officer of each Assembly Business Unit, or their delegate, is to maintain a Gift

Register in respect of their Business Unit, and must be advised of all relevant gifts or offers of gifts
as soon as possible. Where an employee or volunteer receives gifts valued at less than $500
each, they must also be recorded on the Gift Register if the total value in a twelve month period is
$1,000 or more. The Gift Register must include: the name of the employee or volunteer; the name
of the donor/organisation; address and contact details; a description of the gift and the estimated
value of the gift. Failure to advise the senior executive officer of each Assembly Business Unit, or
their delegate, of gifts that should be recorded on the Gift Register may constitute misbehaviour
Whenever an entry is made in the Gift Register, it should be advised to the National Director -

Strategic Finance and Administration, for tabling at AFARC annually
Section 5 of the Uniting Church's Code of Ethics and Ministry Practice also provides direction
regarding Gifts and Fees
Entertainment

Business-related hospitality, such as meals for guests, is permitted, which includes visiting

partners overseas. However, occurrences should be kept to a minimum and the costs reasonable
Hospitality must always be paid for by the most senior employee or Minister in attendance and the
expense authorised by their manager through the normal approval process
!rr,

Alleged issues concerning an employee's moral, ethical, or behavioral conduct should be dealt
with by management in a way that is consistent with the relevant HR policy. Issues relating to
accusations that are not made in good faith should also be dealt with by management. If there is
any question as to whether an action constitutes fraud, contact the Assembly General Secretary
for guidance
Investi ation Process
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The Assembly General Secretary has primary responsibility for the investigation of all suspected
fraudulent acts, as defined in the Fraud Prevention Policy. Depending on circumstances, the
investigation may be delegated to the National Director - Strategic Finance and Administration, to

the National Director of an Assembly Agency, to another member of staff, or to an appropriate
expert. The General Secretary has an obligation to keep the Assembly President and the
Assembly Finance, Audit and Risk Committee (AFARC) informed of any significant unfolding
issues. Care must be taken in the investigation of suspected improprieties or irregularities so as to
avoid mistaken accusations or alerting suspected individuals that an investigation is under way
All inquiries concerning any activity under investigation should be directed to the General

Secretary or the person delegated to undertake the investigation. No information concerning the
status of an investigation will be given out. The proper response to any inquiries is: "I am not at
liberty to discuss this matter". Under no circumstances should any reference be made to "the
allegation", "the crime", "the fraud", "the forgery", "the misappropriation", or any other specific
reference

If the investigation substantiates that fraudulent activities have occurred, the General Secretary will
issue a written report to the President and to the AFARC. Decisions to prosecute or refer the
investigation results to the appropriate law enforcement and/or regulatory agencies for
independent investigation will be made by the General Secretary after consultation with the

President, the AFARC and senior management. Other punishments may range from warnings to
termination of employment, depending on the seriousness of the offence. Reporting to Police
and/or relevant Government Funding bodies will be undertaken when necessary
In all cases, restitution of any misappropriated money/assets will be required
^
The Assembly treats all information received confidentially. Investigation results will not be
disclosed or discussed with anyone other than those who have a legitimate need to know. This is
important in order to avoid damaging the reputations of persons suspected but subsequently found
innocent of wrongful conduct and to protect the UCA from potential civil liability
Re ortin Sus ected Fraud

A person who discovers or suspects dishonest or fraudulent activity involving the Assembly or an
Assembly Agency in any way must immediately contact the relevant manager, the relevant
National Director, the Assembly National Director - Strategic Finance and Administration or the
Assembly General Secretary. The person may remain anonymous. The person should be asked
not to discuss the issue, not to contact the person involved, and not to investigate the issue further
unless requested to do so by the person appointed to conduct the investigation
Authorit for Investi atin Sus ected Fraud

The Assembly General Secretary, or his/her delegate, will have
. free and unrestricted access to all Assembly records and premises, whether owned or
rented; and

. authority to examine, copy, and/or remove all or any portion of the contents of files

(including computers and computer data/programs), desks, cabinets, and other storage
facilities on the premises when it is within the scope of the investigation. This applies

without the prior knowledge or consent of any individual who might use or have custody of
any such items or facilities
As well, any person appointed to conduct a particular investigation will have the same access and
authority in respect of matters relating to the investigation
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Termination of Em 10 merit or Volunteer Status

If an investigation results in a recommendation to terminate the employment of an individual or to
conclude a volunteer relationship, the recommendation may need to be reviewed by outside legal
counsel or by an HR/IR consultant before any such action is taken. The person conducting the

investigation does not have the authority to terminate the employment of an employee or to
conclude a volunteer relationship. Such a decision must be made in a way that is consistent with
the HR and Employment arrangements in place for the Assembly Business Unit. Refer to the
Investigation Process above.
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Fraud Prevention Checklist

Any Further Action

Questions to Ask

Re uired?

I Effective Governance Bod ?
2 Effective Audit Committee?
3 CulturalI acce. table business .roctices for overseas activities?
4 Conflicts of Interest recorded and treated seriousl ?
5 Procedures in .lace to detect and re. ort unusual .a merits?
6 Increase in amounts owin. to creditors?
7 Ade. uate information re. ardin. financial .erformance?
8 Re. ular deferral of ca. ital ex. enditure?
9 Ade. uate ex. lariations of bud. at variance?
10 Is forecast Ii. uidi a . roblem?
I I Ade. uate review and anal sis of bud. at vs. actual?
12 An deterioration in Ke Ratios?
13 Have ex. ense accounts increased?
14 Deferment of an statuto .a merits?
15 Non-. a merit of an insurance .reiniums?
16 SI. rimcant decline in turnover?
17 Slowdown in recei. t of financial re. ons?
18 Losses incurred?
19 Detailed formal external audit and inaria. ement letter?
20 Information flow deja ed?
21 Resi. nation of ke staff or Governance Bod members?
22 Audit re. ons reveal inaria. ement disa. reements?

23 Maria. ement, AFARC and AsC o. en to new ideas?
24 Sufficient review of coin. Iiance with Ie. isIative re. uirements?

25 Em. 10 ee morale low, turnover hi. h?
26 Ke .ersonnel take holida leave re. ularl ?
27 Restricted access to non-. ublic or. an is ational information?
28 Ade. uate se. aretion of che. ue raisin. and che. ue si. nin. ?
29 Satisfacto asset re. ister?
30 A. .ro. riate written controls on electronic bankin. ?

31 Appropriate written controls on access/authorisation of credit
cards?
32 An si. rimcant .ualifications in the auditor's re. on?
33 Un. ualified accountin. staff or Governance Bod Treasurer?

Gift Register (example)
Date
Given or
Received

Date
Declared

I1/2/2012

I5/1 12013

3/11/2013

3/2/2013

Estimated
Value of

Gift $
$1,700

$900

Description

Given

of Gift

by

Chinese

Figurine
Conference
and all
meals

Monthly
I5/6/2012

1/3/2013

$100

$1 00 book
vouchers

Recipient

Christian
Council
of China

National
Director of
Unitin World

Hilton
Hotel

Assembly's
Manager of
Special

Retained

Reason for

by

Acceptance

Uniting

Growing
partnership with

World
Office

recipient

UCA

Networking
opportunities

Events

Koorong
Books

Assembly's
Coinmunications Maria er

Assembly

Inclusion in an

Office

office Library

Address and contact details for all Gift Recipients:
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